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ABSTRACT 

 

 The Heuristic methods like Ant Colony Optimization(ACO)  does not provide to 

determine a global optimal solution for a problem but are usually able to find a good 

solution rapidly , perhaps a local optimum, and require less computational resources. Ant 

Colony Optimization algorithms belong to a class of heuristics based on the behavior of 

nature ants. Hence, we believe that the number of ACO based algorithms will continue to 

grow for a future needs. The upcoming ACO algorithms that are presenting a collection of 

different approaches that can be found in the paper, regarding the ACO building blocks 

and their evolution over time. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 

In ACO Artificial ants can then be seen and described as communicating agents sharing 

some characteristics of the real ants, but also providing other characteristics for which there 

is no parallel in nature. A real foraging ant spends all its life travelling between its nest and 

also   some food source. It does not then come as a surprise that the first problem solved 

with an ant algorithm, called Ant System (AS), was the Travelling Salesman Problem 

(TSP), a well-known combinatorial problem, where the shortest route that visits exactly 

once each city of a given set of cities, starting and ending at the same city, is to be found. 

ACO has been implemented in vast areas like Network Flow Problems, Network Design 

Problems, Assignment Problems, Facility Location Problems, Transportation Problems and 

Covering Problems .The first problem to be solved by ACO Meta heuristics is TSP. In last 

decades authors have developed hybrid algorithms between ACO and Local Search and 

even with Genetic Algorithms. The ants deposit a chemical substance called pheromone in 

the ground. It allows ants to find their way back to the nest also it allows other ants to know 

the way they have taken, so that the others can follow them. Furthermore, over time the 

pheromone evaporates and thus its concentration reduces. Each time pheromones have to be 

evaporated. This system is thus based both on the positive feedback, depositing of 

pheromone attracts other ants to use the same path by the ants. 
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

An Ant Colony algorithm considers a single ant colony with m artificial ants 

cooperating with each other. Before the algorithm starts to run each arc linking two 

different cities is given a certain quantity of pheromone T0. This is usually a very small 

value just enough to ensure that the probability of each arc to be chosen is different from 

zero. Also, the ants are created. The best values for the parameters used in ant algorithms 

depend both on problem characteristics and on its strategy chosen for searching the solution 

space. Therefore, before setting values for each the parameter, decisions on the search 

strategy have to be made. Then, the algorithm must be run several times in order to 

establish the values of the parameters which tend to perform better. 

 

2.1 ACO based Routing in Mobile Ad- hoc Network 

 

The biological insects like ants in the ant colony form a collective behavior. Their 

collective behavior is studied and applied to solve the complex problems. Ants live in 

colony and they possess the following characteristics  

 

 Scalability, Fault tolerance, Adaptation, Modularity, Speed, Modularity, Autonomy. 

 

Ad hoc Network [1] [2] with hybrid Swarm Intelligence utilizes small control packets 

equivalent to ants in the physical world. These packets, travelling like biological ants, 

deposit control information at nodes they visit similar to the way ants laying pheromone 

trails on the path. 

 

2.2 ACO for Scheduling Problems 

 

The problem is known to be NP-hard [3] . To solve this problem, a heuristic is 

proposed which uses column generation technique and an ant colony optimization 

algorithm. The results of a computational experiment indicate that the heuristic is able to 

produce good results in reasonable computation time. 

 

The structure of the ACO algorithm used in this paper can be described as follows: 

 Set the initial pheromone values. 

 Generate and evaluate an initial population of ants. 

 While the termination condition is not met, do the following: 

o Update the pheromone values. 

o Update the solution represented by each ant on the basis of the pheromone 

concentration. 

o Evaluate each ant. 

 Return the best solution found. 

 

The heuristic proceeds in two steps which can be outlined as follows. 

 A set of partial schedules satisfying resource constraints is found by means of the 

column generation algorithm so as to minimize the make span cost. 

 The ant colony optimization algorithm finds the order of the partial schedules so as 

to minimize the total setup cost. 
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2.3 ACO for Multi objective Problems 

 

Artificial ants are usually associated with data structures that contain the memory of 

their previous actions, and they may apply some daemon procedures, such as local search, 

to improve the quality of computed paths. In many cases, pheromone is updated only after 

having constructed a complete path and the amount of pheromone deposited is usually a 

function of the quality of the complete path. Finally, the probability for an artificial ant to 

choose a component often depends not only on pheromone, but also on problem-specific 

local heuristics [4]. 

 

The quantity of pheromone laying on a component represents the past experience of 

the colony with respect to choosing this component. When there is only one objective 

function, this past experience is defined with respect to this objective. However, when 

there are several objectives, one may consider two different strategies. A first strategy is 

to consider a single pheromone structure, and then the quantity of pheromone laid by ants 

is defined with respect to an aggregation of the different objectives. A second strategy is 

to consider several pheromone structures, associates a different colony of ants with each 

different objective, each colony having its own pheromone structure. When updating 

pheromone trails, one has to decide on which of the constructed solutions laying 

pheromone. A first possibility is to reward solutions that find the best values for each 

criterion. A second possibility is to reward every non-dominated solution of the current 

cycle. In this case, one may either reward all the solutions in the Pareto set [5]. 

 

ACO is implemented instantiated into different variants. ACO [6] is also 

parameterized by the number of ant Colonies #Col and the number of considered 

pheromone structures # Ƭ. First, pheromone trails are initialized to a given upper bound Ƭ 

max Then, at each cycle every ant constructs a solution, and pheromone trails are updated. 

To prevent premature convergence, pheromone trails are bounded within two given bounds 

Ƭ min and Ƭ max. The algorithm stops iterating when a maximum number of cycles have been 

performed. 

 

A Generic ACO algorithm for MOP 

Algorithm m-ACO (#Col, # Ƭ); 

Initialize all pheromone trails to Ƭ max 

repeat 

 for each colony c in 1..#Col 

  for each ant k in 1..nb Ants 

construct a solution 

for I in 1… # Ƭ 

 update the i
th

 pheromone structure trails 

 if a trail is lower than Ƭmin then set it to Ƭmin 

 if a trail is greater than Ƭmax then set it to Ƭmax 

until maximum number of cycles reached 

 

Construction of a solution S: 

S ← Ø  

Cand ←   V 

While Cand ≠ Ø do 

 Choose υi Є cand with probability ps(υi) 
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 Add υi at the end of S 

 remove from Cand vertices that violate constraints 

end while 

 

The algorithm used by ants to construct solutions in a construction graph G = (V, E) 

the definition of which depends on the problem to solve. At each iteration, a vertex of G is 

chosen within a set of candidate vertices Cand; it is added to the solution S and the set of 

candidate vertices is updated by removing vertices that violate constraints of C.   

 

3. PROPOSED WORK 

 

Ant Colony Optimization Routing Algorithm for MANET can be used in a hybrid 

multipath routing algorithm and it combines concept of ZRP and DSR. Ant Colony 

Optimization Ants Hybrid Routing which is a Hybrid routing algorithm. It introduces the 

service agents to reduce expense of network. It uses two artificial ant agents that is, forward 

ant agent and backward ant. There are other types of agent that is called service agent. 

Improved Ant Colony Optimization algorithm for mobile ad hoc network is a reactive 

algorithm. It is a very dynamic algorithm which takes into account the mobility, route 

maintenance, Link Failure-Handling. Position based routing is each node has information 

about its own position, position of its neighbors, position of destination node. Each node 

maintains a list of neighbors according to HELLO MESSAGE received. FANT are 

probabilistic and explore the network to collect network traffic information. If route to 

destination is available as present node, the FANT is uncast otherwise it is broadcasted. 

 

The basic principle is to use ants like packets and let ant routing operate to gather 

routing information. Some of the algorithms are reactive and nodes come into action only 

when a packet is received for transmission from source to destination. These proactive and 

reactive algorithms are having their own limitations and are not found suitable for routing 

in MANET mainly when real time applications QoS is to be ensured. Hybrid routing 

algorithms are proposed which contain advantages of proactive and reactive algorithms. 

These algorithms are simulated using different simulation environment that is, NS-2, 

QualNet. Further, it is required to consider real scenario conditions and need to tune and 

simulate to get an efficient and effective routing algorithm for MANETs. The ACO pseudo-

code is given below for the development of algorithms based on foraging ants to solve 

combinatorial optimization problems. The algorithm consist of daemon can perform 

problem specific operations or centralized operations, which use global knowledge of the 

solutions, thus having a active participation in the algorithm. 
 

Pseudo-code for Ant Colony Optimization. 
 

1: Initialize parameters 

2: Initialize pheromone trails 

3: Create ants 

4: while stopping criteria is not reached do 

5: Let all ants construct their solution 

6: Update pheromone trails 

7: Allow Daemon Actions 

8: end while 
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ACO algorithms have a set of characterizing features that can be considered as their step 

below. These features must always be specified, preferably, when describing the algorithm: 

 

 Method Chosen To Construct The Solution, 

 Heuristic Information, 

 Pheromone Updating Rule, 

 Transition Rule And Probability Function, 

 Parameters Values, And 

 Termination Condition. 

 

 α β ρ #Ants #Cycles 
m-ACO1(m+1,m) 1 4 0.1 30 100 
m-ACO2 (m+1,m) 1 4 0.1 10 100 
m-ACO3 (1,1) 1 8 0.01 10 3000 
m-ACO4 (1,m) 1 4 0.01 100 3000 

Table 1.  Multi Objective Knap-sack problem 

 

The above table compares the four m-ACO variants with the C measure. This table 

first shows that m-ACO4(1,m) is always better than both m-ACO1(m+1,m) and m-

ACO2(m+1,m) with respect to the C measure: some solutions of both m-ACO1(m+1,m) 

and m-ACO2(m+1,m) are covered by solutions of m-ACO4(1,m) (up to 12.5% for m-

ACO1(m+1,m) for the instance with 500 objects), whereas no solution of m-ACO4(1,m) is 

covered neither by solutions of m-ACO1(m+1,m) nor by solutions of m-ACO2(m+1,m). 

When comparing m-ACO4(1,m) with m-ACO3(1,1. This algorithm is parameterized by the 

number of ant colonies and the number of pheromone trails. We have tested four variants of 

this algorithm on the multi objective knapsack problem (MOKP). We have found that m-

ACO4 (1, m), where m is the number of criteria to optimize, returns globally the best results. 

 

The characteristics of the proposed algorithm are as follows: 

 A greedy mechanism is combined to ACO in order to reduce calculation time, and 

new hierarchical constraints are proposed for combining it to ACO.  

 A new pheromone update rule is introduced to consider intensification (exploitation 

of the previous solutions) and diversification (exploration of the search space).  

 Experimental results using benchmark data prove effectiveness, in comparison with 

the conventional ACO, of which the proposed algorithm improves the processing 

time. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 2.  Hybrid optimization with greedy algorithm effectively. 

 

“Greedy => ACO” represents the method that the greedy mechanism is introduced in the 

first half of composing a tour. In contrast, “ACO => Greedy” represents the method that the 

greedy mechanism is introduced in the first latter of composing a tour. The greedy 

mechanism enables to reduce the processing time even it is only included, as shown in 

  

 Greedy  + 
ACO 

Greedy + ACO Greedy + ACO 
ACO  ACO 

  0 1 2 t    t+ 1   .     .. .. -- 
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these tables. The proposed Approach shows the best performance in comparison with the 

other hybrid approaches. 

 

4. CONCLUSION 

 

This paper is a study on application of ant-colony optimization with an improved 

version, of ACO, multiple ant-colony optimization can find more than one optimal 

Outgoing interfaces are identified and their topics are well analyzed , which are supposed 

to provide higher throughput and  will be able to explore new and better possibilities in 

the networks which is very frequent. Nowadays Hybrid techniques are adopted over ACO 

for providing a optimal solutions based on the scenario, future work we intend to simulate 

the Hybrid ACO and PSO based Optimization for Multi-Objective Multicast routing using 

ns simulator so that exact and innovative results can be found.   
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